Abstract. Propp and Wilson 10, 11] described a protocol called coupling from the past (CFTP) for exact sampling from the steady-state distribution of a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) process. In it a past time is identi ed from which the paths of coupled Markov chains starting at every possible state would have coalesced into a single value by the present time; this value is then a sample from the steady-state distribution.
Introduction
Markov chain Monte Carlo is the most commonly used method of exploring complex posterior distributions in Bayesian analyses. Moments and quantiles of the posterior distribution are approximated by corresponding measures on the values in a sample path (or several independent sample paths) of a simulated Markov chain, which is constructed so as to converge to the posterior. The issue of convergence of the Markov Markov chain remains problematical: when can I assume that my Markov chain has converged close enough to the posterior so that I can make use of the sampled values?
Propp and Wilson 10, 11] made an astounding contribution to solving this problem when they formulated an algorithm called coupling from the past (CFTP). This algorithm (described below) allows a Markov chain simulation method to be This research was partially supported by NSERC. c 0000 American Mathematical Society used to draw exactly from the limiting distribution of the Markov chain. If one can apply CFTP, issues of convergence vanish. Propp and Wilson applied the method to a number of di cult high-dimensional simulation problems, e.g. simulating the Ising process, using constructions adapted to the problems at hand. Other authors 6, 5, 8, have extended the algorithm and applied it to a large number of problems.
In two papers 9, 4] Peter Green and I have explored the possibility of applying CFTP to Bayesian problems. Typically Bayesian posteriors are continuous distributions, with anywhere up to a few hundred dimensions. They are constructed to re ect the particular prior information and probability structure of an individual study, and may be unique to that study. For a long time this restricted their use in practice: the calculations needed to interpret their results were too di cult for one-o use. However, nowadays there are nearly automatic methods (such as the BUGS program 12]) for constructing and analyzing Markov chains converging to a wide class of posterior distributions. It would be a considerable advance if eventually CFTP enjoyed similar easy applicability to these problems.
There are a number of di culties to be overcome before this can come to pass.
Murdoch and Green 9] explored couplings with some commonly used algorithms of Bayesian MCMC, and showed that continuous state spaces are not an obstacle.
Green and Murdoch 4] concentrated on the random walk Metropolis algorithm, and showed that the the di cult step of constructing an update rule that tends to coalesce can be done once (for a Metropolis proposal) and be re-used in a large number of di erent problems. However, the methods described in those two papers are by and large only applicable to bounded state spaces. They would require the Bayesian user to specify a prior with compact support, and while any prior could be so approximated, the aim of this game is to simulate exactly, and to do away with hard-to-quantify approximations. This paper addresses the question of what general purpose methods of CFTP can be used in unbounded state spaces. We will assume that the state space is R p or some subset of it, and will often refer to density functions, though all of the methods may be adapted to other spaces.
We start by introducing some notation to be used throughout. The next section talks about the problems on unbounded state spaces, and the following three sections give three approaches to dealing with it.
Let the Markov chain be denoted by X t 2 , t 2 Z. We allow the index t of our chain to take on both positive and negative values. We assume that the chain has been constructed to converge to a limiting distribution , that is, conditional on any xed starting value X 0 = x, the distribution of X t converges to as t ! 1.
We assume that we can simulate X t , and for simplicity that X t is stationary, so that we can write our simulation recursively as X t+1 = (X t ; U t+1 ) where U t is an auxiliary i.i.d. sequence. The update function ( ; ) may be thought of as the computer subroutine to update our simulated chain; U t encapsulates the inputs from the pseudo-random number generator that each update uses.
The idea of CFTP is to imagine running the chain from the in nite past, so that X 0 . We treat the U t sequence as xed, and try to compute the value of X 0 in a way that only makes use of a nite history of U t values. To do this requires that ( ; ) be coalescent, i.e. for at least some values of U t , ( ; U t ) maps many X t values to a common update value. We search into the past for a time ?T, T > 0 such that every possible value of X ?T will be updated to the same value of X 0 ; if we succeed, then the history of X t and U t before time T is irrelevant, and we are done. Because of the i.i.d. structure of the U t sequence, this algorithm succeeds with probability 0 or 1; if there is ever a chance of nding such a T, we be able to in any realization. The basic CFTP algorithm is then as follows: It is important in this formulation that when T is increased, the U t values that were already simulated are re-used: recall that we imagine the in nite sequence : : : ; U ?1 ; U 0 to have been simulated in advance, and we pretend that we are just looking at a nite tail of the sequence. However, Wilson 15] has recently published a variation on CFTP that relaxes this restriction. is drawn from a normal distribution with standard deviation 2. The three lines shown in Figure 1 are paths started from three di erent points, but all sharing the same values of U t . The implementation of RWM given in 2.1 will not allow di erent paths to coalesce in nite time: to do so would require one path to reject a move, and the other to jump exactly onto it, an event of probability zero. To x this, a more sophisticated implementation is needed, such as the bijection coupler 4] or the multishift coupler 14].
The problem of non-uniform ergodicity is also illustrated in Figure 1 . The lowest path started at the mode; the other two started far from it, and took dozens of steps to reach it. The e ect of this on CFTP is catastrophic, as noted by Foss and Tweedie 3]. When some starting states take arbitrarily long to coalesce with others, CFTP can't ever go back far enough to nd coalescence, so it fails. The remainder of this paper describes three approaches to dealing with this problem.
Inducing Uniform Ergodicity
If the Markov chain isn't uniformly ergodic, why not use a di erent chain? The independence sampler is another Markov chain that is commonly used in Bayesian MCMC; it may be written as
where U (1) is as before and U (2) is now a random increment of the same dimension as X chosen from a distribution with density q( ). Here a point chosen from q( ) is proposed, and it is accepted or rejected with probability depending on the ratio ( )=q( ). It is known that this Markov chain is uniformly ergodic when ( )=q( ) is bounded above 13]. In many practical situations, ( ) is bounded above, and we need only be concerned that it tends to zero at least as fast as does q; taking our proposals from a heavy tailed proposal distribution such as the multivariate Cauchy serves this purpose.
Unfortunately, unless q is a good approximation to , the independence sampler is not a good choice for general purpose MCMC. If (X t )=q(X t ) is large, then most proposed moves will be rejected: the chain will not mix well. Worse, a proposal U (2) with large (U (2) )=q(U (2) ) will almost certainly be accepted, so this situation will arise fairly frequently. For this reason, the independence sampler is not frequently used.
However, hybrid chains may make good use of it. If we have a chain like RWM which mixes well near the mode of but is not uniformly ergodic, we can randomly choose at each step to use that chain or an independence sampler. Even if the probability of choosing the independence sampler is very low, if it is uniformly ergodic, then the hybrid chain will be as well 13] . It is also possible to choose which chain to use in a deterministic way rather than at random 13].
Hybrid chains like this are also good news for CFTP. Using the independence sampler implementation 3.1, at each step all states x where (x)=q(x) < (U (2) )= U (1) q(U (2) )] will accept the proposal to move to U (2) . This mass coalescence removes the problem of the unbounded tails of all at once. (As pointed out in 9], if (U (2) )= U (1) q(U (2) )] exceeds the upper bound on (x)=q(x), then all states will coalesce to one; this coalescence is very reminiscent of a rejection sampler.) respectively. This posterior is shown in Figure 2 for n = 3, with (x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ) = (1:3; ?11:6; 4:4).
To sample from this posterior, we might try RWM with N(0; 2 2 ) steps again, but this chain is not uniformly ergodic because of the unbounded state space. However, if we use an independence sampler taking proposals from the prior distribution, then (x)=q(x) = L(x), so a bounded likelihood is a su cient condition for uniform ergodicity, and we have that here. With a di use prior like this one, the independence sampler accepts very few proposals (Figure 3 ). Here we see that three paths coalesced at t = 21, but the subsequent 179 steps only visited 11 di erent states. A very long run would be required to obtain a large enough sample of states to provide a good approximation to the posterior.
A mixture of 5% independence samples and 95% RWM samples performs well in this example (Figure 4 ). Here we see that three paths coalesce at time t = 101; once in the vicinity of the mode of the distribution, the combined path moves around fairly well.
In this section, we modi ed the Markov chain in order to make it more amenable to a coupling approach. In the next sections, we describe modi cations to CFTP to make it more applicable to an existing chain. but is slow to approach it. However, once the sample path X t is in the neighbourhood of the mode, it will tend to stay there: after all, that is where the bulk of the probability in is. CFTP simulates running the chain from in nitely far in the past, so we may expect that for any nite distance into the past, we will be close to the mode, and RWM should work well. But how can we quantify this closeness?
Kendall 6] described a method called dominated CFTP which does the trick. Wilson 15 ] also discusses this method; he calls it coupling into and from the past.
The idea is to nd another chain C t which dominates the target chain in the tails: it tends to be further from the target chain's mode than the target does. This dominating chain is chosen to be convenient to simulate in equilibrium. Dominated CFTP then takes advantage of easy simulations of the dominating chain to bound the values of the target chain. This bounding requires three new ingredients besides those required by CFTP. First, we need to couple the two chains in such a way that for any joint realization, C t is guaranteed to be further from the mode than X t . This requires us to de ne two CFTP update functions 1 and 2 so that (X t+1 ; C t+1 ) = ( 1 (X t ; U t+1 ); 2 (C t ; U t+1 )). We obtain the guarantee by requiring that x < c implies 1 (x; u) < 2 (c; u), where the ordering is by distance from the mode in some sense. The dominance of C t over X t then implies that if we run the chains long enough, eventually we'll have X t < C t ; after that, the guarantee holds. Second, we need to be able to simulate C t backwards in time. This means being able to simulate C 0 from C t 's limiting distribution, and then C ?1 ; C ?2 ; : : : recursively. Often C t can be chosen to be a reversible chain (i.e. the one-step conditional distributions are the same in both directions), in which case this ingredient is easy.
Finally, we need to be able to do the rst coupling conditional on a realized path from C t . This requires us to be able to calculate U t values conditional on the C t values; it is often quite di cult to do in practice. However, we have a great deal of freedom in choosing C t . Fill's perfect sampling algorithm 1, 2] also requires ex post facto coupling, though there the values of U t must be simulated conditional on an X t path instead: dominated CFTP has an easier task.
With these ingredients, we proceed as follows.
1. Simulate C 0 from the equilibrium distribution of C t . 2. Choose T > 0. 3. Simulate C ?1 ; C ?2 ; : : : ; C ?T backwards in time. 4 . Simulate U ?T+1 ; U ?T+2 ; : : : ; U 0 compatibly with C t . 5. Use the U t values to see if the subset X T 2 fx < C T g coalesces by time zero. If so, accept X 0 as the sample; otherwise choose a larger T and repeat. As with standard CFTP, when we choose a larger value of T, we would retain the already-simulated C t and U t values; again 15] provides an alternative algorithm where this is not necessary.
Green and Murdoch 4] present a simple example using dominated CFTP with RWM. The target distribution is N(0; 1); the bounding process takes values from a shifted exponential distribution to bound the upper tail and its negative to bound the lower tail. The random walk step proposals come from a symmetric uniform distribution; the proposals have been coupled using a \bisection coupler". The bounded support helps to establish the bounding relation between X t and C t . For details, see 4]. Figure 5 shows a typical simulation. 5 Multistage CFTP Xiao-Li Meng 7] suggested adapting ideas from complex survey sampling to improve the e ciency of CFTP algorithms. These may be used to address the problem of unbounded state spaces as well.
In a complex survey, clusters are selected in the rst stage, then subitems are selected from within those clusters, sub-subitems from within those, and so on.
Similarly, in order to sample X , we may at the rst stage select a subset A with probability (A), then at the next stage select a ner subset of A according to the conditional distribution jX 2 A, etc. The relevance to CFTP is that we may use di erent coupling methods at each of these stages. For example, the independence sampler is good at determining whether a point is in the tail of the distribution or near the mode, so it could be used in a rst stage to determine that; a second stage could use RWM if it turns out that the point is near the mode, or some other method if not.
We illustrate this using the notation of Example 3.1, though the same ideas work with more general targets and proposal distributions. De ne two clusters: M 1 = f 2 jL( ) kg (the \high likelihood cluster") and its complement M 2 = n M 1 (the \low likelihood cluster"). We take k as xed at a low value so that both (M 1 ) and q(M 1 ) are nearly 1.
The rst stage uses an independence sampler with proposals from the prior.
We may need only one step: we evaluate U 0 , and if k < L(U 2 M 2 , then things aren't so easy. In the rst case, all of M 1 and some of M 2 will reject the proposed move, so we will need to look further back in time to nd which cluster X 0 falls in. If it turns out that X ?1 2 M 1 , then we know X 0 2 M 1 . In the second case, unless all of M 1 accepts the proposed move to U (2) 0 , again we won't know the cluster of X 0 . (Note that if all of M 1 accepts the move, then the whole of will, and we will have coalescence to a point. However, we should still only record the cluster of the point to avoid biasing the nal result.) But if we are forced to go back further in time, we need to maintain considerably more information about the state to be able to determine the cluster: only if X ?1 2 M 2 (a very unlikely event, by design) is knowledge of the cluster of X ?1 su cient to determine the cluster of X 0 . In this case, the only practical solution may be to go far enough back in time so that the independence sampler produces a singleton, and then trace it forward to t = 0 to determine its cluster. The prospect of such a slow task makes it worthwhile to choose k quite small! Once we know the cluster of X 0 , we can proceed with the second stage. Typically M 1 will be a compact set, so coupled RWM will work there. If it turns out that X 0 2 M 2 , then we may simply reduce k and use another independence sampler to determine which part of the low likelihood cluster X 0 falls into. Cauchy likelihood decays so slowly.) We would like M 1 to be as small as possible, but at the same time want q(M 1 ) large; this suggests that if we look only at Normal distributions, the prior is the best choice of proposal distribution, and M 1 needs to be a fairly large interval about 0.
To choose k, we can look at the distribution of L(U by simulation ( Figure 6 ). We see that with this 3 point dataset there is approximately a 1.5% chance that all states in will accept a proposed move, and if we set k = exp(?35) (which corresponds roughly to the interval 2 ?340; 340]) then the rst stage will terminate in one step almost all the time. The large size of this interval is quite disappointing. The requirement that coalescence to a cluster occur in one step has forced a conservative choice. It appears as though the randomly selected independence sampler used in section 3 would have better performance on this example.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented three approaches to adapt CFTP to unbounded state spaces, where the original Markov chain may not be uniformly ergodic. In two of them, we mix in a new Markov chain in order to induce uniform ergodicity. We can do this randomly (as in Section 3) or in the rst of one or more stages (as in Section 5). The rst appeared to work best in our example, because a large reduction to the state space occurs occasionally, while the multistage approach relies on reductions that occur with high probability. However, multistage coupling has other attractions, so we certainly wouldn't rule it out based on these limited simulations. This paper has glossed over most of the practical problems in implementing CFTP. Some have been addressed by earlier papers such as 9, 4], but many others remain. For example, it is still not clear that these methods scale well to high dimensions. We hope that this paper helps to put to rest at least the problem of unbounded state spaces and non-uniformly ergodic chains.
